Style Guide
Grid System

Create 3-5 wireframe sketches with grids by only using the blocking method. Must use the final format size. Show examples in full size if possible, on black, no other type or information on screen. Show with and without grids. Grid to include, Column, Rows, Modules, and definition of why you chose this grid. Which constraint helped you set this grid?
This wireframe uses modular grid, allowing information elements stay in clusters that contain certain number of modules. An advantage is that the clusters look more consistent with both their width and height.
This wireframe uses 3 column grid. Contents can be easily expanded vertically without violating grid frames. However, the left bottom cluster is shorter than the right one, which may create inefficient negative space.
This wireframe uses 5 column grid. Unlike the 3 column grid, I minimize the width for the left bottom cluster. That way, I can allocate more space to the larger contents on the right without violating grid frame.